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Touch And Feel Birthday Dk Touch And Feel
Featuring stunning photos of wild animals, this book introduces babies to the colours, textures and habitats of animals that live in the wild.
Give a birthday book instead of a birthday card! Under the cover flap, write a personal note about this special day. Adorable illustrations and a read-aloud story will be a favorite with toddlers. Embellished cover includes lift-a-flap for personalization Includes envelope and seal Trade your greeting card for a board book keepsake!
Experience the awesome word of Creation with Mr. Panda! Curious little fingers will enjoy exploring the textures of the awesome animals of Creation in this charming boardbook series for their first library. Readers practice animal recognition and sounds, while introducing their little ones to classic, beloved Bible scenes.
Invites young readers to feel the textures of animals, including puppies, elephants, starfish, and snails. On board pages.
A Single Shard
Sophie La Girafe Playtime with Sophie
Baby Touch and Feel Merry Christmas
Eco Baby: Where Are You Koala?
Meet Panda and His Furry Friends in Creation
Toddlers and babies will giggle in delight as Sophie la girafe finds pop-up birthday surprises and her playful friends hiding in this bright and fun peekaboo book Join in the fun and celebrate Sophie's birthday with this beautiful peekaboo board book for babies and toddlers. Sophie la girafe Pop-up Peekaboo Happy Birthday is ideal for fans who use the Sophie
toy when teething and makes a great early learning toddler gift, especially for birthdays! Perfect for reading aloud at bedtime this peekaboo pop-up book is just the right size for your toddler's little hands to hold and encourages first words and early learning too. Pop-ups and lift-the-flap surprises encourage memory skills and fine motor skills, while the fun
rhymes foster language and early reading skills. Your little one will love the bright images, interactive pop-ups and playful characters - perfect for toddlers' early learning and development.
The perfect first book about lovable, furry pandas to share with your little one You're never too young to start loving pandas! Introduce little ones to these adorable animals with this interactive touch and feel book. Meet black-and-white giant pandas, energetic baby pandas, and their red panda cousins. With engaging, simple text, this adorable board book is
ideal for reading aloud to babies and toddlers. Tactile elements make it a great gift: young children will love exploring all the different textures, from the panda's fluffy fur to their rough tongue. Shiny foil and glitter shapes add sparkle to every page, making it a delight to read. Part of DK's popular Baby Touch and Feel series, Baby Touch and Feel Panda will
appeal to little ones and stimulate their learning.
With touch and feel patches and tactile, sparkly areas to explore, this Bible-themed baby board book encourages early learning, and is just right for sharing with your little one. Inside, you meet engaging animals from the Bible, including a woolly lamb, a smooth, rubbery whale, and a soft dove. The friendly animals will help bring the Bible to life and act as an
ideal introduction to the Bible and religion for babies. The delightful animals are cute, full of character, and appealing, and every page of the book has texture or an eye-catching shiny area to expand your baby's senses. Filled with learning opportunities, this book has a simple design that's easy for very young children to follow. The are clear images help
baby's identification skills. The text is short and fun; great for reading aloud and encouraging little ones to talk, building their language. All the animals are also labeled, promoting picture-and-word association, which aids early reading. Part of DK's popular Baby Touch and Feel series, this exciting Bible animals book, with its super sparkly jacket, makes an
ideal baby birthday, Easter, Christmas or christening gift.
Introduces young readers to animals that can be found on a farm, such as pigs, sheep, horses, and cows, and describes the ways in which they help people.
Touch and Feel Birthday
Bright Baby Touch & Feel Baby Animals
First Words
Happy Birthday!
Disney Baby My First Birthday
• Little Puppy is excited - it's his birthday, and all the Little Friends are coming to his party!• An illustrated board book filled with all the things that make a birthday so special - bunting and party hats, cake and presents, friends to celebrate with• With different textures to touch, feel and explore, as well as a big birthday surprise flap to lift on the
final page
A touch-and-feel book for babies that provides a hands-on learning experience for developing fine motor skills as little ones see and touch pumpkins, cats, candy corn, and other Halloween favorites. Get the little pumpkins ready for Halloween with Baby Touch & Feel: Halloween. Filled with real-life photographs of pumpkins, cats, candy corn, and
other Halloween favorites that have textures babies can touch and feel, this is the perfect book to encourage tiny fingers to explore and to help develop fine motor skills while building an early learning foundation with clearly labeled pictures. With padded covers, simple images, and an amazing range of novelty textures, Baby Touch & Feel books
capture the attention of the very youngest children and create an experience they'll want to repeat again and again. Series Overview: Baby Touch & Feel books are the perfect series for the very youngest readers. These small, padded books excite babies and toddlers with their foil and touch-and-feel covers. Each book in this affordable series
contains twelve vibrant interior pages with bold, engaging images. Containing large word labels, each page has foil or glitter to behold or a tantalizing texture to touch. These safe novelty textures immediately intrigue babies and are perfect for little fingers to feel. The Baby Touch & Feel series encourages sensory development, language skills, and
early reading skills while teaching colors, shapes, patterns, and opposites.
Introduce your baby to birthday with touch and feel textures Baby Touch and Feel Happy Birthday, allows children to touch and learn about this happy day with a sparkly cake, a furry birthday teddy, glittering balloons, and special birthday surprise! Encourage your baby to learn early concepts such as colours, shapes and patterns as they turn each
page. The easily recognisable images and labels will encourage recognition and naming of objects while the textured format promotes sensory learning. This chunky package is perfect for encouraging tiny fingers to explore and young minds to develop. Sturdy pages with rounded corners means Baby Touch and Feel Happy Birthday will provide
hours of enjoyment.
Learn all about Sophie La Girafe and her five special friends in this chunky board bookYour baby will love meeting Sophie the Giraffe and all the characters from the Sophie baby toys range in Sophie La Girafe and Friends.This globally best-selling rubber teether that has helped babies (and mums) all over the world get through the terrible teething
stage is now here to help babies learn. This gentle, touch-and-feel story introduces your child to Sophie's five little friends, Lazare the cat, Kiwi the bird, Margot the turtle, Josephine the mouse, and Gabin the bear. Explore Sophie's house and discover all the things Sophie and her friends love to do with touch-and-feel textures including foil, fabrics,
and bumpy areas. Play games in the living room, cook in the kitchen, pick fruit in the garden, and pile on the bed for storytime! Sophie La Girafe and Friendsis a touch and feel board book that helps encourage your child's early learning and language. Perfect for encouraging tiny fingers to explore and great for sensory development.
Animals
Baby Touch and Feel Llama
The Birthday Party
Baby's Very First Touchy-Feely Book
Touch and Feel Wild Animals
Touch and Feel Toys helps your toddler explore different types of toys. Make learning fun with these bright, textured tabs, from teddy's furry tummy to mermaid's silky tail, and help your child discover all the fun toys inside. You can read along together so your child can learn as they play. Feel the truck's bumpy grill, the guitar's wiry strings and the playhouse's shiny roof in
Touch and Feel Toys. You can let your toddler's little hands roam and feel each textured toy.
Chunky peep hole book full of cuddly animals, perfect for inquisitive toddlers Who Am I? Cuddly Animals is full of bright, bold pictures of cute cuddly animals that will keep your toddler engaged over and over again. Your child will love discovering who is hiding behind each fun page, as you read the clues together. Reveal a furry rabbit, a fluffy kitten, a little lamb and more!
Perfect for reading aloud and encouraging word recognition, your toddler will love the playful and familiar guessing-game format. Watch as they investigate and explore each page - Who Am I? Cuddly Animals is a perfect combination of learning and play.
Teaches young readers the words for everyday objects.
Today is a special day for Zippy, Angler Primary's super speedy squirrel - it's his birthday, and he's having a party! The decorations are up, party games are ready, and he's even made a giant cake. But - Zippy has forgotten to send out the invitations! Will his party be a disaster? Or will the Schoolies save the day?
Touch and Feel Toys
'Delightful' Philip Pullman
Roar! Roar!
Baby Touch and Feel Panda
Two new titles in our award winning Touch and Feel series that use birthday and mealtime to reinforce primary learning skills through sensory perception. Would you like to touch a birthday balloon? Turn the pages to enjoy more party textures. With easy-to-read text, superb full-color photography, and textures that can be touched again and again, Touch and Feel
Birthday and Touch and Feel Mealtime are the next two titles in this award-winning series designed encourage children to explore the world around them.
Invites young readers to touch things as squashy boots, a furry penguin, a shiny truck, and a fluffy cloud. On board pages.
From fluffy kittens to cute puppies, babies will love meeting the baby animals in this chunky board book. Watch as they lift flaps and explore the shape and texture of the tactile tabs.
In The 5 Love Languages, you will discover the secret that has transformed millions of relationships worldwide. Whether your relationship is flourishing or failing, Dr. Gary Chapman s proven approach to showing and receiving love will help you experience deeper and richer levels of intimacy with your partner starting today.
Sophie and Friends
Baby Touch and Feel: Bible Animals
Touch and Feel Christmas
Happy Birthday
Happy Birthday Sophie! Pop-Up Peekaboo!
‘Delightful... I read the novel with enormous pleasure and admiration.’ PHILIP PULLMAN A SPECIAL 20TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION OF THIS AWARD-WINNING TALE ABOUT THE POWER OF PERSEVERANCE BY THE BESTSELLING AUTHOR OF A LONG WALK TO WATER 13-year-old Tree-ear lives in a Korean village famous for its ceramics. He doesn’t have much but he
loves to watch master potter Min at work and dreams of learning the craft one day. Reluctantly Min agrees to let Tree-ear help him. Determined to do whatever it takes to prove himself, Tree-ear embarks on a dangerous journey to present his master’s work to the king, unaware it will change his life forever.
From furry ears to squishy footprints, there are all sorts of textures for baby to explore in this soft, sturdy book that encourages early learning.
Come and play with Sophie la girafe Babies will love Playtime with Sophie, an interactive story which will have them giggling in delight. Let your little one bounce the ball, rev the train and pop the bubbles in this exciting, playful ebook. Inside is a story about playtime at Sophie's house. Sophie plays different games with each of her friends, then blows bubbles for them all!
This Sophie Giraffe story is ideal for any fans of the teething toy wanting a charming, fun baby book.
Bright Baby Touch & Feel Perfect Pets, from bestselling children's book author Roger Priddy, is the ideal book for little hands to explore touch and sensations. - Ideal for babies and toddlers - Touch and feel elements - Fun rhyming text
Baby Touch and Feel
Now You Are One
Baby Touch and Feel Happy Birthday
Baby Touch and Feel: Halloween
In the Night Garden

Hands-on fun for you and your toddler as you learn about animals with this flaptastic board book. Elephant, butterfly, frog and cat, too. Your toddler will love learning about animals with this tactile lift-the-flap board book. Read it together and help them lift-the-flaps from all sorts of exciting angles - up, down and even across - it's a flaptastic
way to teach your child first concepts.
This cheerful collection of colorful images and simple words provides the perfect introduction to the fun and festive symbols of a birthday celebration. Included are words such as candle, cake, gift, and balloon. The little size and sturdy pages make this sweet book perfect for little hands.
Just right for sharing with babies and toddlers, inside you meet jolly characters and Christmassy things, all with touch and feel patches or sparkly areas to explore. There's a toy snowman with a fleecy scarf, a toy robin with a fluffy red breast, a sparkly Christmas tree, a toy reindeer with bumpy antlers, a toy elf with glittery clothes, a silky
Christmas sack filled with presents, and Santa with a soft white beard. Filled with early learning, every page of Baby Touch and Feel Merry Christmashas texture or an eye-catching shiny area to expand a baby's senses, and the simple design (with one main picture per page) is easy for very young children to follow. There are clear, real-life
photos babies and toddlers can focus on, which help their identification skills, large word labels that build vocabulary and picture-and-word association (helpful for early reading), plus short, read-aloud text with each picture that's great for encouraging little ones to talk, promoting their language. This small baby board book is a good size for
little hands to hold. Babies and toddlers will love turning the tough pages themselves, which develops their fine motor skills. Part of DK's popular Baby Touch and Feelseries, this sparkly Christmas baby book with its appealing puppy jacket makes a perfect Christmas gift.
Happy Birthday!Dk Pub
My First Animals
Who Am I? Cuddly Animals
My First Birthday
A Plastic-Free Touch and Feel Book
Baby Dinosaur
A perfect introduction to all your favourite In The Night Garden characters. This compact book comes with a cloth strap to attach to your buggy, perfect for little Ninky-nonks on the move.
With touch and feel patches and sparkly areas to explore, this baby dinosaur board book encourages early learning, and is just right for sharing with your little one. Inside, on 12 sturdy pages, you meet engaging baby dinosaurs hatching, hiding, playing, and sleeping, from long-necked Diplodocus with leathery skin, to baby T. rex with twinkly teeth, and bumpy,
plated baby Stegosaurus. The delightful baby dinosaurs are unique, full of character, entertaining, and immediately appealing, and every page of Baby Touch and Feel Baby Dinosaurhas tantalizing texture or an eye-catching shiny area to expand a baby's senses. Easy for very young children to follow, there's one main picture per page to focus on that's clear and lifelike, which help a young child's identification skills. The short, fun text is great for reading aloud and building language. All the dinosaurs are also labelled, with helpful pronunciation guides for their names. This small padded book is perfect for little hands to hold. Babies and toddlers will love turning the tough board pages themselves, which develops their fine
motor skills. Part of DK's popular Baby Touch and Feelseries, this exciting preschool dinosaur book with its super sparkly jacket makes an ideal baby gift. Age Range- 0-5 years
16 colourful picture cards designed to develop early language skills. Prompts on the back of each card provide extra information and talking points.
A baby's first birthday is a special celebration to be remembered! Filled with all sorts of birthday fun for little ones, this engaging board book with touch-and-feel elements introduces Baby to all the wonderful delights of a birthday party!
The Five Love Languages
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Bright Baby Touch & Feel Perfect Pets
Touch and Feel
Touch and Feel Picture Cards
Baby Touch and Feel I Love You
Identifies objects found during the Christmas season, including shiny presents, ornaments, and a Christmas tree.
Introduce your baby to wild animals with touch and feel textures Get to know how wild animals feel with Baby Touch and Feel Roar! Roar! Let them touch and learn about wild animal mums and babies with a hairy lion and her cubs, a gorilla with a textured face and a fuzzy baby gorilla, and a polar bear in twinkly snow with a fluffy bear cub! Encourage your baby to learn early concepts such as colours, shapes and patterns
as they turn each page. The easily recognisable images and labels will encourage recognition and naming of objects while the textured format promotes sensory learning. This chunky package is perfect for encouraging tiny fingers to explore and young minds to develop. Sturdy pages with rounded corners means Baby Touch and Feel Roar! Roar! will provide hours of enjoyment.
"Baby Touch and Feel I Love You is a fun DK baby book that helps little ones learn new words. With touchy-feely pictures and word labels, it makes an ideal baby gift. Baby Touch and Feel I Love You contains stunning photos with foil or textured areas that expand your baby's senses, while the simple visuals and labels promote language skills. From shiny love hearts beside a little girl hugging her toy to a baby with a fleecy
heart on his vest, you can introduce your baby to the concept of love with touch and feel textures. All this is packed in a handy, small format that's just perfect for preschoolers to hold, and helps develop their fine motor skills."
Rhyming text introduces baby animals, including baby rabbits, puppies, ducklings, lambs, and tiger cubs. On board pages.
A Touch and Feel Book
Farm Animals
Baby Woof Woof!

From a cupcake with sprinkles to party hats and balloons, this book presents things associated with children's birthday parties.
In Where are you? Koala, wander through outback and woodland to meet a world of amazing Australian animals like wombats and kangaroos. Can you find koala's secret hiding place? Colourful illustrations provide a bold contrast to the natural cardboard pages, making this a book that will stand out on the shelf. Bright
habitats surround charming animal animals, making every page a delight. Simple text is ideal for reading aloud, or for young children just starting their reading journeys. Little readers will love running their hands along the fun corrugated cardboard elements and tracing the cut out sections.
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